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The Pension Insider is a
monthly newsletter developed
for Actuaries, Third Party
Administrators, Attorneys, and
Consultants who work in the
pension arena. The Pension
Insider was created to share
ideas, success stories, coming
events, and industry specific
articles.
BCG Terminal Funding
Company specializes in
settling pension liability for
terminating and ongoing
pension plans. Today's
Solutions for Tomorrow's
Needs.

IRS Announces New Rates for DB Funding Calculations
The IRS has published the interest rates to be used in 2013
under Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21).
While these rates have limited application for plan sponsors, they
are used to determine the minimum funding requirement and the
adjusted funding target attainment percentage (AFTAP).
Contributing a lower minimum may not be in the plan sponsors
best interest if they are attempting to derisk and/or terminate their
pension plan.
The AFTAP is a critical factor in determining whether and how
much a plan may derisk. Plan sponsors seeking to derisk their
pension plan with targeted lump sums and/or annuity placements
will benefit from the use of the MAP-21 interest rates.
Please contact one of our representatives if you would like to
learn more.
You can read more in the article in Planadviser.com
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Notice 2013-11 provides guidance on the 25-year average
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Interest rates that are used for purposes of calculating the
minimum required contribution are a set of three segment
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Top 4 Reasons Plan Sponsors Choose BCG Terminal
Funding Company
When a plan sponsor is considering plan termination and an
annuity placement for a defined benefit plan they need to choose
a Terminal Funding Consultant/Advisor. It is common for plan
sponsors to review at least 3-4 terminal funding
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consultants/advisors in their search. Many plan sponsors actively
seek advisors through recommendations or referrals from
colleagues or peer organizations. There are many reasons why
BCG Terminal Funding Company is most often the chosen firm.
Some of the criteria that a plan sponsor might review is personal
fit, experience, previous relationships, pricing, and number of
referrals.
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Deferreds - 3.25%

No lump sums, no disability or unusual provisions
Immediates - 2.75%

50/50 Split of Immediates and Deferreds - 3.00%
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